
Weekly Update #21 – Canvas experiences, our early adopters 

This week we share some of the experiences of early adopters of Canvas, remind the community of 
Discovery Sessions at Tamaki and Grafton next week, and provide an update on the new interface 
and look being applied to Canvas on Monday. We also commence a phased approach to providing 
access to the University Canvas platform from next week, and update you on the approach and 
timings. 

Staff access to Canvas 

A staggered rollout of access to Canvas has been planned for priority areas, followed by full staff 
access at the end of September. 

Tranche One    

- Access 31 August 
- Limited group of 100 
- Includes priority nominations from Faculties and Units 
- Priority access, with limited support available. (Support structures are still being established, 

technical work is being finalised and training and transition support will be available in 
Faculty from October). 

Tranche Two 

- Access Monday 14 September 
- Limited group of 100 
- Includes priority nominations from Faculties and Units 
- Priority access, with limited support available  

Final Tranche 

- All staff will have access from 28 September 

**A group of early adopters were provided access in June to trial Canvas during Semester 2. 

***Full training and support will be available from October in your Faculty, a full update on this next 
week. 

New interface  

As we highlighted last week, Canvas has introduced a new design and look on a trial basis, based on 
several years of research and usage data.   We initially thought it would be applied to all users later 
next year, but Instructure advised recently that it could be as early as April 2016. 

Based on this information and minimising disruption to teaching next year, the LTTR Steering 
Committee endorsed a decision to adopt the new design immediately. For those who have access to 
Canvas, it will be adopted on Monday morning. The key new feature is a “Dashboard” function to 
support navigation. 

Early adopter experiences  

A group of early adopters were selected to trial Canvas as their Learning Management System during 
Semester 2. Early adopters were nominated by their Faculty and have been teaching students 
supported by Canvas tools during Semester 2. Some of you will have heard their experiences of 
Canvas shared at Faculty Meetings during July and August. 

With the good news this week that further access is being provided early to meet demand, here are 
some stories from our early adopters of their Canvas experience so far.  



Louise Louise Carrucan-Wood is a Professional Teaching Fellow and Doctoral Candidate in the Faculty 
of Medical and Health Sciences. Louise has been teaching her course since July using Canvas.  Louise 
shares her experience of using the communication tools in Canvas to enhance distance learning. 
“Nursing 735 is a postgraduate course whose students come from various regions from throughout 
the Northland Island and most recently from Sydney.  The Conference Call is just one of the 
functions in Canvas that helps to build a community of learning.  It is a virtual class room that can 
have up to x50 students.  Students can participate in via webcam and microphone or keypad once 
the conference call starts.  A slide show/power point can show teaching content, with topical 
discussions being exchanged.  Its interactive and very much like a live show.  We each see the slide 
show, whoever is on the webcam and also the keypad text comments as they come through.  The 
slide show can also just be a blank canvas that the teacher can then draw diagrams or write 
equations for example.  If you choose to record the conference call it will be saved in Canvas for up 
to 14 days. 
 
It is very easy to use.  After initially using the conference call to check in with students about their 
learning, a more structured approach is being used.  It has been very useful for students to seek 
clarification about the most challenging concepts and also exchange ideas, and answer questions.” 

Josh Josh Emmit is a Graduate Teaching Assistant and Doctoral Candidate in the Faculty of Arts. Josh 
worked alongside Professor Simon Holdaway to set up a joint course ANTHRO 206/322: Origins of 
Civilization to be supported by Canvas tools in Semester 2.  Josh has also accepted a role as a Canvas 
Facilitator, supporting Faculty with training and migration during 2015 and 2016.  Josh shares his 
experience of Canvas. “Professor Simon Holdaway and I are running Canvas as our sole LMS for a 
stage 2/3 joint course, ANTHRO 206/322: Origins of Civilization. The challenge with running a stage 2 
and 3 course concurrently is that a lot of the content is shared between them. Canvas has enabled 
the easy sharing of content between the courses which has saved a lot of time. The initial set up of 
Canvas was very quick and we made a point not to refer to any help guides when setting it up. Our 
initial set up for both courses was only a few hours, which included the creation of assignments 
integrated with Turnitin, focus questions, weekly modules, and the calendar. After we had used 
Canvas for a few weeks we gave our interface an "upgrade" and over the course of an hour 
completely changed the interface and the ways in which students could access the information we 
put on Canvas, which received positive feedback from our class”. 

Discovery Sessions – Tamaki and Grafton 

A reminder that Discovery sessions are being conducted at Grafton and Tamaki. These sessions will 
follow the same format as those held in the city. They are not training sessions, they are simply a 
chance to see Canvas and learn about some of the principles behind it.  See below for schedule. 

 
Date and time  Theme 
Monday 31 August, 10am-12pm General Canvas introduction Room B41, Medical 

and Health Science Building 502, Grafton 
Campus (502-B41) 

Tuesday 1st September, 10am-12pm General Canvas introduction Room 207, Tamaki 
Building 731, Tamaki Campus (731-207) 

Tuesday 1st September, 2pm – 4pm   General Canvas introduction Room 124, Medical 
and Health Science Building 503, Grafton 
Campus (503-124) 

 For more information please contact lmsreview@auckland.ac.nz or Canvas LMS Home 

 

mailto:lmsreview@auckland.ac.nz
https://wiki.auckland.ac.nz/display/CANVAS/Canvas+LMS+Home

